This Special Issue includes selected papers from the Fifth International Workshop on the Algorithmic Foundations of Robotics. WAFR was established in 1994 as a biannual single-track meeting focusing on algorithmic issues related to robotics and automation. Robot algorithms are abstractions of computational processes that control or reason about motion and perception in the physical world. Because actions in the physical world are subject to physical laws and geometric constraints, the design and analysis of robot algorithms raises fundamental questions in computer science, computational geometry, mechanical modelling, operations research, control theory, and associated fields.
cial visual landmarks that are placed in the environment, and edges in the graph correspond to paths that move from one landmark to another. Each edge is annotated with the probability that the adjacent landmark can be detected and with the length of the path. This leads to the problem of computing an expected shortest path to the goal, in which the path length is the random variable and the probability of landmark detection induces a probability on path lengths.
The paper by Simeon, Laumond, Cortes and Sahvani addresses the manipulation planning problem, in which a robot manipulator moves an object from an initial to a final configuration. Manipulation plans comprise transfer paths (during which the robot moves the object from one stable position to another) and transit paths (during which the robot moves without the object). The composite configuration space (i.e., the Cartesian product of the configuration spaces for the robot and the object) contains two subspaces that are key to the construction of manipulation plans: the placement space (the set of free configurations in which the object rests in a stable configuration) and the grasp space (the set of collision-free configurations in which the robot holds the object). Clearly, all transit paths lie in the placement space, while all transfer paths lie in the grasp space. The authors show how to adapt PRM planners to capture the topology of the resulting spaces to produce manipulation motions without using any predefined set of stable placements or grasping configurations, a significant advance over previous manipulation planners.
Two papers, Moon and Luntz, and Murphey and Burdick, address the topic of distributed manipulation, where parts are moved by force fields generated by arrays of simple actuators, vibration, airflow, or other means. Both papers include experimental validation. Moon and Lunz consider radial potential fields generated by planar airflow between point sources and sinks. They combine potential flow theory with numerical algorithms to compute the net force and moment that will act on composite planar objects. Murphey and Burdick analyze the contact mechanics of arrays of wheeled actuators and show that slipping leads to nonsmooth effects that destabilize open loop distributed systems. They then show how stability can be restored with visual feedback.
The problem addressed by Pereira, Kumar and Campos can also be thought of as a distributed manipulation problem, but rather than using an array of simple actuators, small teams of mobile robots act together to transport objects. The authors introduce the concept of object closure and develop decentralized control policies that allow a group of robots to achieve object closure with respect to a target object, and to then transport that object to its goal position. They demonstrate their results with a team of three robots using visual feedback control.
Like the previous three papers, the papers by Ladd and Kavraki and by Abrams and Ghrist also address planning with many degrees of freedom.
The paper by Ladd and Kavraki deals with the problem of knot untangling. By formulating the problem as a highdimensional planning problem in a reparameterizable configuration space, they are able to attack the problem using probabilistic motion planning methods. Their system is able to solve problems for which the knots are described by a few hundreds of variables. While knots can be thought of as continuously deformable robots, metamorphic robots can be thought of as robots that undergo discrete shape changes. The paper by Abrams and Ghrist addresses planning for metamorphic robots-robots that are composed of identical units that can individually detach and reattach so as to change the global shape of the aggregate robot system. The combinatoric aspects of planning for such robots often lead to algorithms and representations that grow exponentially with the number of individual robot units. Abrams and Ghrist introduce the shape complex, an elegant and intuitive representation of configuration spaces for such robots. They discuss the topology and geometry of the shape complex, providing several examples, and introduces an algorithm for computing globally optimal shape trajectories.
Jia's paper provides a new algorithm for frictional two point grasping of smoothly curved planar objects. Applying insights from differential geometry, the algorithm uses bisection and marching to compute all pairs of antipodal points up to numerical resolution.
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